RIVER OF LOVE

D, C, Bm, Am
G          G                 C      C
ALL OF MY LIFE I'VE BEEN SO HAPPY
D      D                G    D
WHILE I HAVE HAD YOU BY MY SIDE
G       G7               C        Am7
NOW YOU SAY YOU'RE GONNA LEAVE ME
D      D              G     G
FOR TO BECOME SOMEONE ELSE'S BRIDE
D      D              G     G
OH THE RIVER OF LOVE IT HAS GONE MUDDY
A7                A7           D     D
AND THE FLOWERS, THEY ARE DYING ON THE SHORE
C          C                  G        G
AND THE BLUE SKIES HAVE ALL TURNED TO DARKNESS
D      D                 G     G
AND THE NIGHTINGALE WILL SING NO MORE.
G          G7            C      C
WHAT CAN I DO TO HIDE MY SORROW
D      D              G     D
WHAT CAN I DO TO EASE THE PAIN?
G         G7                    C      Am7
HOW CAN I KEEP THESE TEARS FROM FALLIN'
D      D                 G      G
OH, DARLIN' WON'T YOU COME BACK HOME AGAIN?
D      D              G     G
OH THE RIVER OF LOVE IT HAS GONE MUDDY
A7                A7           D     D
AND THE FLOWERS, THEY ARE DYING ON THE SHORE
C          C                  G        G
AND THE BLUE SKIES HAVE ALL TURNED TO DARKNESS
D      D                 G     G
AND THE NIGHTINGALE WILL SING NO MORE.
G             G               C       Am
TOMORROW I WILL TAKE YOU TO THE STATION
D               D              C     D
I WILL SEE THAT YOU'RE SAFELY ON THAT TRAIN
G        G7                 C      Am7
WHEN THE TWO NINETEEN HAS DEPARTED
D7         D7              G     G
I'LL NEVER EVER SEE YOUR SMILE AGAIN.
G          G              C      G
OH THE RIVER OF LOVE IT HAS GONE MUDDY
A7                A7           D     D
AND THE FLOWERS, THEY ARE DYING ON THE SHORE
C          C                  G        G
AND THE BLUE SKIES HAVE ALL TURNED TO DARKNESS
D      D                 G     G
AND THE NIGHTINGALE WILL SING NO MORE.
C          C                  G        G
AND THE BLUE SKIES HAVE ALL TURNED TO DARKNESS
D      D                 G    C   G   G
AND THE NIGHTINGALE WILL SING NO MORE.